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Magneticc activity in stars with shallow convection 
zoness (A8 V - G2 V) 

Abstract t 
Inn this paper  we present an analysis of ROSAT All-Sky Surrey observations of a 
completee sample of 92 single bright dwarfs with spectral types between A8 and G2. 
Inn addition we analyse ROSAT X-ray fluxes of a sample of 31 detected F,G, and 
KK  dwarfs. We find, from literatur e Ca II  H&K observations and rotation periods, 
thatt  the activity-rotatio n relation for  stars with (B ~ V) > 0.4, is conveniently 
expressedd in the emission relative to the bolometric emission and the rotational 
periodd scaled with a colour-dependent efficiency factor. We show that this efficiency 
factorr  resembles the convective turnover  time for  dwarfs, but is much smaller  than 
thee convective turnover  time for  giants. Therefore it is strikin g that giants seem 
too follow, to first-order  approximation, the same activity-rotatio n relation when 
expressedd in the above units. The X-ray data follow this unique activity-rotatio n 
relationn only up to spectral type F3-5. The coronal radiative emission for  stars 
warmerr  than F3 is independent of the rotation rate. 

7.11 Introductio n 

Starss with spectral types later  than about F5 show chromospheres and coronae that are a 
directt  consequence of stellar  magnetic activity, as in the Sun. Stars with earlier  spectral 
typess show less magnetic activity, supposedly because of the shallowness or  absence of 
outerr  convection zones in these stars (see Schrijver  1993, and references therein). This 
weakeningg of activity towards earlier  spectral types shows up in the apparent decrease of 
chromosphericc and coronal radiative emissions. 

Thee apparent "onset"  of magnetic activity in F stars has been investigated in several 
studies.. These focused on the behaviour  of two observational features as a function of 
colourr  index: the amount of an outer-atmospheric radiative emission from some temper-
aturee regime, and the activity-rotatio n relation. 

Pallavicinii  et al. (1981) showed that the nine A9 - F8 dwarfs detected with the Einstein 
observatoryy have much higher  X-ray luminosities, Lx/L^x  ^ 10~5, than stars of earlier 
spectrall  types (L\/Lboi « 10-7), of the order  of magnitude of X-ray luminosities observed 
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forr  later  spectral types which show ^x/^bo ! between 10~5 and 10~3. This suggested that 
thee X-ray emission of F stars is related to magnetic surface activity producing coronae. 

Schmittt  et al. (1985) showed for  a sample of 50 single bright dwarfs that the X-ray lu-
minosityy distributio n for  stars with colour  index in the range 0.1 < (B—V) < 0.3 (spectral 
typess between A4 and A9), lies significantly below the X-ray luminosity distributio n for 
starss in the range 0.3 < (B — V) < 0.5 (spectral types between A9 and F7): only 
aboutt  10% of the stars with (B - V) < 0.3 have X-ray luminosities above the median, 
L\L\  = 6  1027erg sec"1, of the X-ray luminosity distributio n function of the cooler  stars. 

Simonn and Drake (1993) reported that only one out of nine (presumably) single A-type 
dwarfss with (B - V) between 0.14 and 0.26 was detected in X-rays in ROSAT pointed 
observations.. The upper  limit s to the X-ray luminosities of the other  eight stars did not 
exceedd 5  10~7Zboi. 

Walterr  (1983) found that the X-ray luminosities of F dwarfs did not exceed an upper 
boundd that increased from 10"7iboi for  stars with (B — V) « 0.05 to 10~4Xboi for  stars 
withh (B - V) » 0.70. 

Inn the studies mentioned above the level of X-ray emission from F stars was found 
too depend less markedly on rotation rate than it does in later  spectral types. Pallavicini 
ett  al. (1981) found a very weak relation, L% oc (v sin t) 05, for  F stars, whereas for  later-type 
starss they found Lx oc (vsini)2. Walter  (1983) found no relation between the surface flux 
densityy F\ and v sin i for  stars with (B — V) < 0.46 (earlier  than F5), a weak dependence 
forr  nine stars with 0.46 < (B - V) < 0.52 (between F5 and F8), Fx oc (vsini)0-9, and 
aa somewhat stronger  relation for  15 stars with 0.52 < (B — V) < 0.61 (between F8 and 
GO),, Fx oc (vsini)1' 3. Schmitt et al. (1985) also concluded on a weak dependence of 
thee X-ray luminosity on rotation rate, Lx oc (vsini)0-77. For  stars with (B — V) < 0.42, 
Drakee and Simon (1990) arrived at the conclusion that the normalized emission of the 
CC IV line (A 1550 A) (from the transition region chromosphere - corona), does not depend 
onn rotation rate. Schrijver  (1993), on the other  hand, argued that the C II  A1335 A 
emissionn depends clearly on rotation rate, provided that a specific colour-dependent basal 
CC II  emission is subtracted from the measured C II  emission. 

Fromm the conclusions summarized above it appears that there is no unanimity on the 
onsett  of stellar  activity in F stars. There is no agreement as to how abrupt the onset is, 
whetherr  the rotation-activit y relationship changes, and, if so, how, and which part of the 
radiativ ee losses is magnetically related. 

Inn this paper, the ROSAT All-Sky Survey data for  a sample of 92 bright dwarf stars 
withh spectral types between A8 and G2 (see Chapter  4) are investigated. For  these stars 
effectivee temperature and surface gravity were derived from five-colour  optical photometry 
inn the Walraven system, and accurate projected rotational velocities vsint have been 
measuredd (see Chapter  6). An additional sample, viz. previously published X-ray and 
Caa II  H&K data (Chapter  3), together  with rotation rates from the literature , are used 
too establish a rotation-activit y relation for  cooler  dwarf stars, which is to be used as a 
standardd for  comparison for  the F-type dwarfs. 

7.22 The X-ra y data 

Wee have used X-ray data from the sample of 162 stars, listed in Chapter  4, obtained 
fromm the ROSAT All-Sky Survey. This sample consists of nearly all main-sequence stars 
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withh spectral type between A8 and G2, with apparent visual magnitude V < 6.5, right 
ascensionn between 14h and 2h, and declination south of 10°. From these stars we selected 
aa sample of 92 "single"  stars, i.e., stars which have no bright companion within a distance 
off  100"  — to avoid confusion in X-rays — and which are not members of close binary 
systemss with orbital periods less than 30 days, because tidal forces may have influenced 
thee rotation rates of these stars. This sample of 92 single main-sequence stars contains 
511 stars which have been detected in X-rays, and 41 for  which upper  limit s are available. 
Thee rotational velocities for  nearly all sample stars (excluding 6) have been determined 
inn Chapter  6. For  29 stars the rotational velocity is given as an upper  limit , for  4 stars 
ass a lower  limit . For  two stars (HR 5384 and HR 5868) rotational velocities were taken 
fromm Rutten (1987). Rotation periods have been calculated from the projected equatorial 
velocities,, using 

Prott = 2T/2,/(-t/sinO (7.1) 

wheree we have assumed an average sin i of x/4. The stellar  radius 72*  has been taken 
fromm Schmidt-Kaler  (1982). 

Inn addition, in order  to extend our  survey to later-type stars, we have used X-ray data 
forr  a sample of 31 F to K main-sequence stars, which were also detected in the ROSAT 
All-Skyy Survey (see Chapter  3). Rotation rates for  these cooler  stars were taken from 
Ruttenn (1987), who collected the rotation periods and projected rotational velocities from 
thee literature . We have assigned the following uncertainties to the rotation rates from 
Rutten'ss (1987) list: rotational periods derived from modulations of the Ca II  H+K 
emissionn have uncertainties of less than 2% (Donahue 1993), periods estimated from 
vamivami measurements have uncertainties of 25%. 

7.33 The activity-rotatio n relation 

I tt  is well known that the level of magnetic activity for  cool stars is related to the stellar 
rotationn rate (for  a review see Hartmann &  Noyes 1987). There is, however, no consensus 
regardingg which measure for  radiative emission and which unit of rotation rate yield the 
appropriat ee causal relation. Various authors have addressed this problem, with different 
conclusions.. The 'best'  representation is difficul t to identify, because the different param-
eterss used in the activity-rotatio n relation are closely related through stellar  parameters 
suchh as radius and effective temperature. For  instance: a relation between surface flux 
densityy F and the projected rotational velocity v sin t is transformed to a relation be-
tweenn the luminosity L and the rotational period P by multiplyin g both variables with a 
functionn depending on stellar  radius. 

Inn the next subsections we seek and test a convenient representation of the activity-
rotationn relation for  all dwarfs with B — V > 0.4, which is to be used as a standard for 
thee behaviour  of warmer dwarfs. To do this we will use a chromospheric activity measure, 
i.e.,, Ca II  H+K line-core emission, because of the large amount of information available 
forr  them. From tria l combinations of various parameters for  emissions and for  rotation 
ratess we found a particularl y convenient representation by plotting the outer-atmospheric 
stellarr  radiative flux normalized by the bolometric flux, i ^ , against the rotation period 
P,, scaled by a judiciously chosen, colour-dependent efficiency factor g(B — V), in short: 
normalizednormalized emission R^ against scaled rotation period P/g(B - V). 
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Figur ee 7.1: Normalized excess Ca II H+K line-core emission Aücall versus rotation period 
Pr ott (derived from rotation modulation) for dwarfs. The data have been selected from Rutten 
(1987).. The solid lines are approximations to the smooth curves derived by Rutten (1987), for 
starss in different colour-intervals (from left to right: [0.5,0.6), [0.6,0.7), [0.7,0.9), [0.9,1.1), and 
[1.1,1.3)). . 

7.3.11 Efficiency factor  for  activit y 

Forr the determination of the colour-dependent efficiency factor for activity we selected 
aa subsample from the sample of Rutten (1987), who lists accurate Ca II H+K line-core 
fluxesfluxes and rotation periods for 313 late-type stars. From this sample we selected dwarfs 
(withh radii R* < 1.7R&), with rotation periods derived from rotational modulation, and 
withh colour index in the range 0.4 < (B — V) < 1.4 (54 stars in total). Figure 7.1 
showss the logarithm of the normalized emission in excess of the minimum emission, as a 
functionn of the logarithm of the rotation period, where different symbols denote different 
colourr intervals. The solid lines are the curves derived by Rutten (1987) as fits-by-eye 
inn the different colour intervals, transformed from his original log A.Fcai i versus log PTOt 

representation,, using a mean (B — V) for the stars in one colour interval. Rutten's curves 
weree based on a larger sample than presented here: his larger sample includes giants, stars 
withh rotation periods estimated from vsmi measurements, and supposedly synchronized 
spectroscopicc binaries. 

Figuree 7.1 confirms that the relation between the normalized emission and the rotation 
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Figuree 7.2: The normalized excess Ca II H+K line-core emission as a function of the rotation 
periodd scaled with the efficiency factor g(B — V) from Figure 7.7 (dashed line). The rank 
correlationn coefficient is T = —0.82. In a) different symbols are used for different colour intervals, 
ass in Figure 7.1; in b) only the error bars are plotted. The solid line is a running mean. 

periodd can be made tighter if the stars are shifted horizontally with an amount depending 
onn colour. We define the efficiency factor for activity as the colour-dependent function 
g(Bg(B — V) which results in the tightest relation between the normalized emission Ailcai i 
andd the scaled rotation period PTOt/g(B - V). The measure used to determine the tight-
nesss of the relation is a non-parametric rank-correlation coefficient, Kendall's r (Kendall 
1975).. This correlation coefficient does not depend on a chosen parameterization of the 
relationship,, like the linear correlation coefficient. Kendall's r uses the relative ranking 
off  a pair of points (x;,y,-) and (xj,yj). It is defined as the number of concordant pairs 
((xi((xi - Xj)(yi - yj) > 0) minus the number of discordant pairs ((«j - Zj)(y, - j/j) < 0), 
dividedd by the total number of pairs (if there are no ties, i.e., as,- = Xj or y,- = yj): 

£,"=! ''  £7=,-+1(«.- - «,-)(*  - y>)/|(*. - «,-)&  - y,-)| 
\N(N\N(N -1) (7.2) ) 

Thee efficiency factor g(B — V) is derived iteratively, by varying the first-guess values, 
whilee maximizing the absolute value of the correlation coefficient r , and requiring that 
g(Bg(B - V) is a smooth function of (B - V). In Figure 7.7 the resulting efficiency factor 
iss shown (dashed line), and in Figure 7.2 the relation between the normalized emission 
AiZcaiii  and the scaled rotation period PTot/g(B — V). The functional behaviour of the 
efficiencyy factor for activity is not very strictly prescribed: A slightly different function 
wouldd result in an almost equally tight relationship. The rank correlation coefficient for 
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Figur ee 7.3: The same as Figure 7.2, but now different colour intervals are plotted in different 
frames.. The dashed lines indicate the curves derived from those proposed by Rutten (1987), see 
Figuree 7.1. 

thee relation as shown in Figure 7.2 is T = —0.82. This relation is discussed in the next 
subsection. . 

7.3.22 Th e act iv i ty- rotat io n relation for  Ca I I  H + K emission 

Inn this subsection we investigate the accuracy and the scope of the activity-rotation rela-
tionn shown in Figure 7.2. The uncertainties in the excess normalized emission and in the 
rotationn period are estimated as follows. The excess normalized emission is given by: 

A iZca l ll  = a(S — Smin)Cc{ , (7.3) ) 

wheree S is the measured relative photometric line-core flux, Ccf is the colour-dependent 
conversionn factor, as defined by Rutten (1984), S^,, is the minimum 5-value which we 
derivedd from the minimum surface flux densities, as listed by Rutten (1987), and a is 
aa constant. The uncertainties in each of 5min, S, Ccf, and a are small, but cannot be 
neglected:: the uncertainty in the empirically derived S^n is less than 5% (Rutten 1987), 
whichh is an important source of uncertainty for the least active stars. The uncertainty in 
thee 5-value is in most cases less than 2% (see Chapter 3). The conversion factor Ccf is 
veryy accurately determined as a function of (B — V), thanks to the efforts of Middelkoop 
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(1982)) and Rutten (1984), who carried out an extremely accurate absolute photometry 
forr  a large sample of stars. The uncertainty in the conversion factor  is on average 5%, but 
itt  depends strongly on colour: It is only 1.8% for  (B — V) « 0.6, and as large as 10% for 
{B{B — V) « 1.25, because of different star  densities along the relation (calculated from the 
valuess listed by Rutten (1984)). Due to uncertainties in the colour  index (estimated to be 
0.011 mag), this uncertainty is only slightly larger  (on average 6%; 3% for  (B - V) as 0.6 
andd 11% for  (B — V) « 1.25). The uncertainties in the rotation periods are in less than 
2%. . 

Thee uncertainties are plotted in Figure 7.2b, a running mean is calculated (solid line), 
andd a x3 defined as the sum of the squared distances to the running mean, where the 
distancess are expressed in units of 1 sigma error  ellipses. We find a reduced x* of more 
thann 4, which means for  54 data-points that not all the spread around the running mean 
cann be explained by observational uncertainties. An average intrinsi c stellar  variabilit y of 
10%,, however, would explain the remaining scatter. Such an intrinsi c scatter  is readily 
explainedd by the known activity variations. Also, the rotation periods are known to have 
intrinsi cc 'seasonal'  variations between 5% and 15% (Donahue 1993). 

Fromm their  study of chromospheric, transition-region and coronal emissions, Rutten 
andd Schrijver  (1987) have argued that the various activity-rotatio n relations expressed 
inn the logarithm of the (excess) surface flux density and the logarithm of the rotation 
periodd have different shapes for  different colour  intervals, so that a simple shift in the 
log-logg diagram, e.g., by a scaling of P^ by some g(B - V), and a scaling of the (excess) 
emissionn flux density by <TT^ is not sufficient to remove these differences. We look into the 
magnitudee of the differences in the application for  the Ca II  H+K emission from dwarfs in 
thee present sample. Figure 7.3 shows these stars in six different colour  bins. Through the 
scatter,, particularl y caused by stars in the range 0.5 < (B - V) < 0.7, it is seen that the 
subsampless follow the mean relation (solid line) very well; there is no systematic deviation 
fromm the mean relation as a function of colour. The colour-dependent activity-rotatio n 
relationss for  these different colour-bins, as derived from those proposed by Rutten (1987), 
aree plotted in Figure 7.3 as well. We conclude that Rutten's colour-dependent curves do 
nott  approximate the present subsample of dwarf stars better  than does the present mean 
curve. . 

Dwarfss with rotation periods estimated from vsint measurements, and from orbital 
periodss of supposedly synchronized binaries, appear  to be consistent with the assumption 
thatt  all dwarfs with colours in the range 0.4 < (B- V) < 1.4 follow the same relationship, 
ass shown in Figure 7.4. As in Rutten's (1987) original results, the data points based on 
vv sin i measurements scatter  considerably - warned by Rutten's results, we have left out 
thosee stars with colours in the range 0.4 < (2?- V) < 0.5, because their  periods appear  to 
bee systematically too low. Note, that if we would have included all Rutten's dwarf stars in 
determiningg the efficiency factor  g(B - V), so including the stars with (B - V) < 0.5, the 
efficiencyy factor  would have dropped more sharply, by about a factor  2, for  (B— V) < 0.5. 

Figuree 7.5 shows the data points for  the giant stars in Rutten's (1987) sample, as 
treatedd with the efficiency factor  g{B — V) deduced for  dwarf stars, compared with the 
activity-rotatio nn relation derived for  dwarfs. The first  conclusion is that the combination 
off  the efficiency factor  g(B - V) and the activity-rotatio n relation derived for  dwarfs 
providess a crude description for  the activity of giant stars as well. Closer  inspection 
revealss a clear  colour  dependence, however: the data points for  the warmest giants are 
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Figur ee 7.4: The same as Fig. 7.2, but now including dwarfs with rotation periods derived from 
vv sin i measurements. The average uncertainty in the rotation period is indicated in the lower 
leftt corner. The coding of the symbols is the same as in Fig. 7.1 

locatedd to the left of the points for the cooler giants. This shift could be remedied by 
ann adapted efficiency factor g(B — V) for giants. An additional colour-dependent feature 
inn Figure 7.5 is that strips of data points for the warmer giants appear to be steeper 
thann those for cooler giants; this effect is best seen among less active stars. Clearly, this 
differencee in steepness cannot be remedied by any adaptation of the efficiency factor: this 
factt confirms that for giants the shape of the activity-rotation relation is colour-dependent 
(Rut tenn and Schrijver 1987). 

Notee that the three data points in the upper right corner of Figure 7.5 belong to the 
groupp of 'overactive stars', identified by Rutten(1987). 

Wee conclude that for dwarfs with (B — V) in the range [0.4,1.4) the activity-rotation 
relationn is conveniently and accurately described by a single relation between the nor-
malizedd Ca I I emission and the stellar rotation period scaled with a colour-dependent 
efficiencyy factor g(B — V). Given this empirically determined efficiency factor g(B — V), 
thee normalized emission can be predicted, within 10 to 20% accuracy, by one parameter 
only:: the rotation period scaled with this efficiency factor. The 10 to 20% uncertainty is 
readilyy explained by intrinsic stellar variability. 
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Figur ee 7.5: Giants from Rutten's (1987) sample. Different symbols denote different colour 
intervals,, as in Fig. 7.1. The solid line is the running mean in Fig. 7.2. Except for the four filled 
circles,, which denote stars with rotation period derived from rotational modulation, all other 
symbolss indicate stars with rotation periods estimated from usint measurements. 

Thee activity-rotation relation, as established for dwarfs, provides only a crude descrip-
tionn for the activity-rotation relation for giants. In the rest of this paper, the established 
relationn is applied to dwarf stars only. 

Thee established relationship between the normalized Ca II H+K emission and the 
scaledd rotation period may be called the activity-rotation relationship indeed, because 
Caa II flux densities are readily translated into the corresponding flux density in any 
outer-atmosphericc emission by means of the tight flux-flux relations (see Zwaan 1991). 
Suchh a transformation from Ca II emission to X-ray emission is performed in the next 
subsection. . 

7.3.33 Coronal act iv i t y versus rotat io n 

Inn the previous two subsections we have shown that the activity-rotation relation for 
dwarfss with colour index in the range 0.4 < (B - V) < 1.4 is conveniently expressed in 
unitss of the excess normalized Ca II H+K line-core emission and the rotation period scaled 
withh a colour dependent efficiency factor g(B-V). For stars with (B-V) > 0.4 the use of 
thee normalized X-ray emission Rx as the magnetic activity parameter, instead of ARCau, 
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Figuree 7.6: The normalized X-ray emission versus the scaled rotation period. The efficiency 
factorr g\(B — V) is taken from Figure 7.7 (solid line). Different colour intervals are indicated 
byy different symbols, see upper right corner. 

iss expected to result in an equally tight relation, because for these stars the X-ray emission 
iss a tight function of the Ca II H+K line-core emission for stars in approximately the same 
colourr range (see Chapter 3): 

logg Rx =  4.72 + 2.141og AECai i (7.4) ) 

Thee Ca I I data can not extend the activity-rotation relation (nor the flux-flux relation) 
towardss warmer stars, because the radiative emission in Ca I I approaches the minimum 
fluxflux for the warmest stars, so that measurement uncertainties dominate. 

Forr the sample described in Sect. 7.2, we plot the normalized X-ray emission versus 
thee scaled rotation period in Fig. 7.6. Most stars with (B — V) >  0.5 (filled symbols) 
definee a relatively tight relationship, while stars with (B — V) <  0.5 (open symbols) are 
muchh more widely spread around the relationship defined by the cooler stars. In Fig. 7.6 
wee have used a slightly modified efficiency factor gi(B — V), to account for a systematic 
offsett for the warmest stars. Figure 7.7 shows the modified efficiency factor g\(B — V) 
(solidd line) which minimizes the variance around the mean relation in the log R\ versus 
log(Pr o t/ ^ i ( BB — V)) diagram and has the least effect on the relation found earlier for 
thee Ca II H+K line-core emission (correlation coefficient changes from -0.82 to -0.80). 
However,, this modification in the efficiency factor cannot reduce the large (horizontal) 
spreadd for the warmest stars. Figure 7.8 shows the activity-rotation diagram in X-rays, 
forr different colour intervals. The solid line is the relation found earlier for the Ca II H+K 
line-coree emission, transformed to normalized X-ray emission with Eq. 7.4. The stars with 
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Figuree 7.7: The slightly changed efficiency factor g\(B - V), for which both the coronal and 
thee chromospheric relationship are tightest (solid line). The dashed line is the efficiency factor 
g(Bg(B — V) as derived for the chromospheric relation alone. The dotted line is the theoretical 
convectivee turn-over time (scaled with a constant factor, for comparison with g(B - V) and 
ggxx{B{B - V)) as calculated by Gillman (1980) for a = 2 

(B(B — V) > 0.5 follow a tight relationship, with possibly two exceptions: HD 118100, the 
coolestt and most active star in this sample {{B — V) = 1.2), and HR 8700, a GOV star, 
withh low activity. There is some evidence that for the most active stars, the chromospheric 
Caa II emission is systematically lower than expected from flux-flux relations between less 
activee stars (Schrijver 1987). If this is the case, the relation derived from the Ca II 
emissionn transformed with the average flux-flux relation (Eq. 7.4) wil l not work for the 
mostt active stars. This can explain why HD 118100 lies so much higher than the mean 
transformedd relationship. We cannot find an obvious reason why HR 8700 would deviate 
fromm the relationship, perhaps it is just a statistical fluctuation. 

Althoughh slightly warmer stars (0.45 < (B - V) < 0.5) show more scatter than the 
coolerr stars, they still seem to follow on average the same relationship. One star deviates 
considerablyy from this average behaviour: HR 9007, an F2V star. This star probably 
hass a very large colour excess (stars of spectral type F2V have on average a (B — V) of 
0.35,, HR 9007 has a. {B-V) of 0.46) Hence, the efficiency factor for this star is probably 
chosenn too large by a factor of 2 to 3, which would explain its deviating behaviour. 

Forr stars with (B — V) < 0.45, the X-ray emission appears to deviate from that 
expectedd from the transformation of the Ca II relation using Eq. 7.4. Rather, the 
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Figuree 7.8: The normalized X-ray emission versus the rotation period scaled with the efficiency 
factorr gi (B — V) from Figure 7.7 (solid line), for different colour intervals. The solid line in each 
plott is the running mean fit from Figure 7.2, transformed with Eq. 7.4 to X-ray emission. 

X-rayy emission is more or less independent of the rotation parameter, with an average 
normalizedd emission of 6  10~6. 

Thiss result does not necessarily contradict the tight flux-flux relation for stars with 
(B(B - V) > 0.4 (Eq. 7.4): there are only four stars with 0.4 < (B - V) < 0.45 for which all 
threee parameters (Prot> A.Rcaii, and Rx) are available; these four stars are located below 
thee 'standard' activity-rotation relation both for Ca II and X-rays, and are consistent 
wit hh the flux-flux relation. 

I tt thus appears that for the warmest stars in our sample ((B — V) < 0.45) the activity, 
ass measured by R\ (note that there is virtual no Ca II information), deviates from the 
activity-rotationn relation defined by the cooler stars. In order to extend the sample of 
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Figuree 7.9: Expected detection rates (solid lines) for two different hypothetical shapes of the 
coronall  activity-rotation relation compared with the observed detection rate for single stars 
(dashedd lines): The different hypothetical shapes are a) determined from a power-law relation 
betweenn Rx and Ai^Cali and from the standard relation between Aficall and Prot/g(B - V) 
(Fig.. 7.2); b) The same as in a) for stars with (B - V) > 0.45 and a constant logRx (= -5.2) for 
starss with {B-V) < 0.45. In both cases we assumed a Gaussian scatter around the relationship. 
Seee text for details. 

starss to base this results on, we have checked whether the fraction of stars detected in the 
ROSATT All-Sky Survey (in different colour intervals), is consistent with that expected 
onn the basis of either the standard activity-rotation relation, or the one outlined by the 
X-rayy data. 

Forr each star in our sample (detections and upper limits) we estimate a minimum 
detectablee count rate r ^n from the observed number of X-ray background photons at the 
locationn of the star, and the effective exposure time for this star. Assuming a countrate-
to-fluxx conversion factor of 1 0n e rg_ 1cm- 2 , valid for low hydrogen column densities, and 
forr stars with coronal temperatures larger than a few million Kelvin, we find an estimate 
off  the minimum detectable normalized emission R„un for every star: 

logg #min = log f ,™ + 0A(V + BC) - 6.4 , (7.5) ) 

Wee estimate the probability for a star being detected, using the hypothetical relationship, 
aa (assumed Gaussian) scatter, and the minimum detectable normalized emission. The 
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expectedd number  of detections in a certain colour  bin is equal to the sum of those prob-
abilities.. The expected detection rate (for  this sample) is equal to the expected number 
off  detections divided by the total number  of stars in this colour  bin. 

Inn Fig. 7.9 we show the expected detection rates for  two different hypothetical re-
lationships::  (a) assuming that all dwarfs follow the 'standard' relationship (solid line in 
Fig.. 7.8), with a scatter  of 0.5 dex; (b) assuming that stars with (B — V)> 0.45 follow the 
'standard''  relation with a scatter  of 0.3 dex, and that stars with (B — V) < 0.45 have an 
averagee emission of 6-10-6 with a scatter  of 0.7 dex. The observed detection rate is shown 
inn Fig. 7.9 as a dashed line with error  bars. It turns out that both activity descriptions 
aree consistent with the observed fraction of X-ray sources detected in the ROSAT survey: 
thee detection rates alone do not allow us to constrain the activity-rotatio n relation for 
thee warmest stars. 

7.44 Discussion and conclusion 

Wee have found a unique relationship for  dwarfs with [B — V) > 0.4 between the normal-
izedd emission (ARdii) and the rotation period scaled with a colour-dependent efficiency 
factor.. As shown in Fig. 7.7, the dependence on B — V of this efficiency factor  g\(B — V) 
resembless that of the theoretical convective turnover  time rc as calculated by Gillman 
(1980)) for  main-sequence stars, with a mixing-length parameter  a = 2. The difference 
betweenn the (scaled) convective turnover  time and the efficiency factor  is less than 0.1 
dexx over  the entire colour  interval. This would indicate that the surface activity of main-
sequencee stars, as measured by chiomospheric and coronal emission, depends on the 
Rossby-parameterr  (Prot/'v) (as originally observed by Noyes et al., 1984), and support 
theoreticall  models in which the Rossby-parameter  is the dominant parameter  (see Durney 
andd Lat our, 1978). However, if gi(B — V) is proportional to the convective turnover  time 
itt  is at least remarkable that giants roughly follow the same activity-rotatio n relation as 
dwarfs,, whereas the theoretical convective turnover  times for  these stars are much larger 
thann those of dwarfs (see Rucinski k Vandenberg 1986). 

Usingg the flux-flux  relations to transform the 'standard' activity-rotatio n relation as 
foundd for  Ca II  to X-rays we find that stars with (B — V) > 0.45 follow the 'standard' 
activity-rotatio nn relation as expected. Warmer stars ((B — V) < 0.45), which we cannot 
studyy in Ca II , deviate from this standard relation: the X-ray emission appears not to 
dependd on rotation. The level of X-ray emission (corresponding to Ax ~ 6 10"6) coincides 
withh the maximum X-ray emission found for  A and early F stars by Schmitt et al. (1985). 
Thiss indicates that for  the warmest stars in our  sample we see only the top of a broad 
distributio nn of X-ray emission levels. The upper  limit s in our  sample are consistent with 
thiss hypothesis. 

Ourr  results therefore suggest that between (B — V) = 0.45 and (B — V) = 0.5 a tran-
sitionn occurs from rotation-dependent X-ray emission (for  cooler  stars) towards rotation-
independentt  X-ray emission (for  warmer stars). The increased spread around the 'stan-
dard''  activity-rotatio n relation for  stars in this colour  range is consistent with this idea. 

However,, Schrijver  (1993) has shown that magnetic surface activity, as measured by 
thee upper  chromospheric C II  line emission, does depend on a scaled rotation parameter, 
forr  spectral types as early as A7. 

Iff  the X-ray emission in the warmest stars is still generated by a mechanism which is 
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relatedd to magnetic surface activit y and cotonae (as it is in the cooler  stars), this corona/ 
activit yy can (apparently) only be governed by the rotation rate, if the convective envelope 
iss thick enough. The work of Schrijver  (1993) leads us to believe that the chromospheric 
activit yy is governed by the rotation rate, even for  stars with very shallow convection zones. 

Accordingg to the standard pictur e of stellar  activit y in late-type main-sequence stars 
theirr  coronal emission originates from magnetic loops anchored in the convection zone. 
Althoughh these loops have relatively short lif e times and are disappearing and appearing 
randomly,, the average coronal emission for  these cooler  stars appears to scale with the 
chromosphericc emission, and to be determined by the rotation of the star. Perhaps, for 
starss with B — V < 0.45 non-radiative energy transfer  can still generate a chromospheric 
temperaturee inversion, but the convection zone becomes so thin that the loops cannot be 
welll  anchored any more. Between spectral type F3 ((B — V) = 0.45) and F5 ((B — V) = 
0.5)) the convection zone appears to be thick enough to maintain an average coronal 
activit yy level which is (lik e the chromospheric emission) governed by the rotation rate. 
Thi ss mechanism becomes more efficient towards cooler  stars, and approaches it s maximum 
efficiencyy not before the K-typ e stars. 

Evidencee for  a decoupling of the corqnal and chromospheric behaviour  with respect 
too the rotation rate, may come from relations between chromospheric and coronal fluxes, 
extendedd towards the warmest stars. I f this decoupling takes place, one would expect 
too see an increasing scatter  around the relationship towards warmer stars, and possibly 
aa bending of the relationship (the coronal emission decreasing more rapidl y than the 
chromosphericc emission). The flux-flux  relation given by Schrijver  (1993), which employs 
X-rayy and G I I  emission, is based on too few of these warmer stars to provide such 
evidence. . 
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